Photovoltaic properties of bisazomethine dye thin films
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Photovoltaic properties of bisazomethine dye (DE2) in vacuum-deposited thin films were examined for
use in Schottky-type photovoltaic cells (ITO/DE2/Al). We measured dark and photo current–voltage
characteristics and determined photocurrent action spectra.

We confirmed the p-type semiconductor

property of DE2 thin films evidenced by the formation of the Schottky barrier at the DE2/Al interface.
We further found a relatively high incident photon to electron conversion efficiency comparable to that
of metal phthalocyanine thin films in devices having the same structure. These results demonstrate that
DE2 thin film is a candidate for a photocarrier-generating material in organic solar cells.
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1. Introduction

Organic photovoltaic cells (OPVs) have attracted considerable attention because of their potential use in
low-cost solar energy conversion, colourful and sophisticated design and device flexibility [1–8]. In
OPVs, organic thin films sandwiched between a transparent conductive substrate and back electrode
play a role in photocarrier generation. A strong extinction coefficient in a wide optical range, especially
in the visible range, is essential for organic thin films to achieve high photocarrier generation efficiency.
Optical properties of organic molecules, such as the optical gap and extinction coefficient, can be tuned
by designing the chemical structures and/or substituents. However, many significant differences are
often observed unexpectedly between the optical spectra of organic thin films and the spectrum of a
single molecule due to the coupling of molecular excitons among long-range molecules, molecular
distortion, defects in a solid and so on [9-11]. Such difference between a solid and the component
molecule is sometimes associated with an excellent materials property, and an organic photoconductor
is a successful example. In this context, understanding the optical properties of organic thin films is
potentially of important for the promotion of OPVs as well as being of fundamental interest.
N, N'-bis[4-(N,N-diethylamino)benzylidene]diaminomaleonitrile (DE2), shown in Figure 1, is a
bisazomethine dye derived from diaminomaleonitrile together with 4-diethlaminobenzaldehyde and has
a high extinction coefficient of 1.3 × 105 dm3 mol–1 cm–1 at 546 nm in chloroform [12]. Because of its
red fluorescence in solution and in the solid state, DE2 has been examined as a fluorescent material for
organic light-emitting diodes [13]. On the other hand, Matsumoto et al. reported that DE2 forms Jaggregates in vacuum-deposited thin films of a specific thickness [14]. J-aggregates are well known as
photosensitizers in silver halide films because of their sharp and narrow absorption band (J-band) [15].
In addition to the above-mentioned properties, the large oscillator strength and fast electronic response
of J-aggregates have attracted attention from the viewpoint of applications in various optoelectronic
devices including OPVs [15–18]. However, the stability of conventional J-aggregates composed of an
ionic dye in thin films remains a practical problem. DE2 is a non-ionic dye, and thus, its J-aggregate
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thin films are extremely stable. The absorption spectra of the J-aggregate thin films do not significantly
change even after preservation for one year in ambient conditions or after thermal treatment at 373 K
for 1 h [14].
These points of interest have stimulated our study of DE2 thin films. To date, we have reported
the molecular arrangement in a single crystal, surface morphology and the electronic structure and
photoluminescence properties of DE2 thin films in detail [19–22]. In the present work, we study the
photovoltaic properties of DE2 thin films forming J-aggregates in Schottky-type cells. The simplicity
of the device structure (i.e., electrode–organic thin film–electrode) makes it a good starting point for
evaluating the photovoltaic properties of organic materials. We show that the DE2 thin films have ptype semiconductor properties and can be applied in Schottky-type solar cells. In addition, it is noted
that the incident photon to collected electron efficiency (IPCE) is high and comparable to that reported
for a similar primitive device structure with metal phthalocyanine thin films, suggesting that DE2 thin
films are strong candidates for photocarrier-generating materials in OPVs.

2. Experiment
DE2 was synthesized according to the literature [23] and purified using the recrystallization method.
Photovoltaic cells were fabricated on indium tin oxide (ITO) substrates to produce a common sandwich
structure. After cleaning the ITO substrates ultrasonically with pure water, 2-propanol, acetone and
chloroform for 15 min consecutively and blow-drying them in nitrogen, the DE2 thin films were
prepared by vacuum deposition at a pressure of 3 × 10–4 Pa. The film thickness (151 nm) was then
determined using a surface profiler (Dektak IIA, Sloan). We note that the film thickness gives rise to
the formation of J-aggregates, as we reported previously [14]. Finally, a semi-transparent Al electrode
(0.28 cm2) was prepared using a metal shadow mask on the DE2 thin film by vacuum deposition.
We used a Keithley 6487 unit to measure the current–voltage (I–V) characteristics and shortcircuit photocurrent. The light source was intensity-controlled monochromatic light from a tungsten
lamp with a monochromator (CT-10, Jasco). Devices were illuminated through either the ITO electrode
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or Al electrode at an intensity of 5 μW cm-2 to determine the IPCE spectra and photo I–V curve, where
the transmittance of the Al electrode was taken into account so that the intensity at the surface of the
DE2 thin film was 5 μW cm–2. All measurements were performed in an ambient atmosphere.
He I ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) was carried out using ESCALAB (VG
Scientific Ltd.). DE2 thin films with various thicknesses were prepared on a cleaned ITO substrate by
the same procedure as that mentioned above. After breaking the vacuum, each sample was transferred
immediately into the UPS apparatus. The samples were biased at –5 V during the measurement to
obtain the cut-off position of UPS spectra.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Electronic structure of DE2 thin film on ITO
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Figure 2 (a) shows the typical UPS spectrum of DE2 thin films on an ITO substrate. The ionization
potential (IP) of DE2 thin films was determined to be 5.2 eV by subtracting the energy width of the
entire spectrum, which is the energy range from the onset to the cut-off position indicated in Fig. 2 (a),
from the excitation source energy of 21.2 eV. Fig. 2 (b) shows an energy level diagram of DE2 thin
films, where a measured work function (WF) of the ITO and a typical WF of Al electrode [24] are
compared. The electron affinity (EA) of 3.3 eV was obtained by subtracting the optical band gap of
1.9 eV for DE2 thin film from the IP. According to the work by Kahn et al. [24], the IP and EA of DE2
thin films are comparable to those of hexadecahydro metal phthalocyanine thin films, which are typical
p-type organic semiconductors used for OPVs. This could imply a p-type semiconductor property for
the DE2 thin films [24].
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It is worth noting that the UPS spectra determined here are quite similar to those determined by
Hosokai et al. [20] despite the preparation conditions, except substrate temperature, being significantly
different; i.e., in-situ preparation under ultrahigh vacuum condition with very slow evaporation rate
(0.2–0.3 Å/min). This suggests that the molecular orientation of DE2 thin films is similar for the two
deposition conditions and the molecules lie nearly flat on ITO substrates independent of the film
thickness [20].

3.2 Characterization of semiconducting properties and photocarrier generation of DE2 thin film

Figure 3 shows the dark I–V characteristic for the ITO/DE2/Al device. The dark current
significantly increased at ~1 V with forward bias, whereas the current did not change as greatly with
reverse bias. This clear rectification behavior demonstrates the semiconductor property of DE2 thin
films, which is presumably due to the Schottky barrier between DE2 and the Al electrode, considering
the photocurrent action spectra presented below.
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We determined the short-circuit photocurrent action spectra for the ITO/DE2/Al device and
calculated the external quantum efficiency (i.e., the IPCE) as
IPCE [%] =124 × |Jsc| / (λ × Ip),

(1)

where Jsc [μA cm–2] is the short-circuit photocurrent density and λ [nm] and Ip [mW cm–2] are the
wavelength and intensity of the incident light, respectively. Figure 4 (a) shows the IPCE spectra of
ITO/DE2/Al under illumination through the Al and ITO electrodes (IPCEAl and IPCEITO spectra). For a
comparison of the IPCE spectra, absorption spectra of DE2 thin films with a thickness of 151 nm
and 60 nm are shown in Fig 4 (b). As reported previously [14], the sharp peak at 641 nm in the
absorption spectrum of the 151 nm-thick film has been characterized as the J-band, while the
spectrum of the 60 nm-thick film has no such a J-band, showing there is no J-aggregates in the
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film. Short-circuit photocurrent was observed in a primitive device structure of ITO/DE2/Al. This
demonstrates that DE2 thin films can generate and transport photocarriers in photovoltaic cells.
IPCE spectra were dependent on the direction of illumination. We observed higher IPCE
throughout the measurement region by illuminating through the Al electrode. This result was valid
even if a small adsorption of a visible light of the ITO was taken into account for the IPCEITO
spectrum. These results suggest that a Schottky barrier is formed at the interface between DE2 and
the Al electrode. We note that the IPCE of a few percent in the IPCEAl spectrum (e.g., 2.7% at 564 nm)
is comparable to that for traditional photovoltaic cells with metal phthalocyanine thin films in a similar
primitive device structure [25, 26].
In general, the Schottky barrier region in Schottky-type OPVs is thought to be limited to the
interface between organic thin films and an electrode or within a thickness of several monolayers from
the interface. Therefore, IPCE depends on the number of incident photons (or excitons) reaching
to the Schottky barrier region through the organic thin films or an electrode. For a case of the
DE2 device structure, under illumination through the Al electrode incident photons are absorbed at the
interface (i.e., the Schottky barrier region), and thus, photocarriers are efficiently generated. On the
other hand, under illumination through the ITO electrode, photocarrier generation is limited because
quite less incident photons can reach to the DE2/Al interface in the measurement region of the
IPCE spectra due to the strong absorption of the DE2 thin film (see Fig. 4 (b)). This phenomenon
results in the different spectral shape for IPCEAl and IPCEITO spectra and is the so-called filtering
effect that is often observed in Schottky-type photovoltaic cells [27–30]. As a consequence, the IPCEAl
spectrum matches the absorption spectrum (the symbatic response) except for the J-band at 641 nm,
whereas the IPCEITO spectrum is more concave (the antibatic response). Although the reason why no
clear contribution of the J-band was observed in the IPCE spectra has not yet been clarified, the
excitons of the J-aggregates might not contribute to the generation of photocarriers in this device
configuration or the density of J-aggregates might be very low. Although one might suspect that the
peak at 640 nm in the IPCEITO spectra could be assigned to the contribution of the J-band, we confirmed
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that the peak is derived from the filtering effect by comparing the absorption spectra of the Jaggregate thin film and the non J-aggregate thin film shown in Fig. 4(b) and the IPCE spectra [31].
It is worth noting that a previous study showed that excited J-aggregates transfer energy to the metal
electrode efficiently through the excitation of surface plasmon, and thus, the contribution of Jaggregates to the IPCE appears to decrease [32]. Such non-radiative decay of excited J-aggregates can
be prevented by the insertion of a C60 layer between J-aggregates and the metal electrode [16]. To
prevent the non-radiative decay, we also constructed heterojunction devices of ITO/DE2/C60/Al and
determined the IPCE spectra. The IPCE increased for both irradiation conditions and showed
maximally 14.0 % at 548 nm for IPCEAl spectrum because of an efficient charge separation at the
donar (DE2) / acceptor (C60) interface. However, a clear contribution of the J-band was not observed
in the IPCE spectra. These results for the heterojunction devices will be discussed in detail elsewhere.

3.3 Characterization of photovoltaic properties of DE2 thin film
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Figure 5 shows the photo I–V characteristic of ITO/DE2/Al illuminated with 600 nm monochromatic
light through the Al electrode, where the dark I–V characteristic depicted in Fig. 3 is also shown for
a comparison. Several fundamental parameters such as the open circuit voltage (Voc), fill factor (FF)
and Jsc can be extracted from the photo I–V curve. FF is defined as the maximum power output of the
cell divided by the product of Voc and Jsc. Under this measurement condition, we obtained Voc = 1.06 V,
Jsc = –6.47 × 10–5 mA cm–2 and FF = 0.28. The observed value of Voc is slightly higher than that for a
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metal phthalocyanine thin film having the same device structure [25, 26, and 33]. A similar value of
FF is frequently obtained for Schottky-type OPVs due to high series resistance (Rs) of organic thin
films [34, 35]. For the Photo I-V curve, the higher current density above the Voc and the
continuous change in the current in the third quadrant can be ascribed to the decreasing of the Rs
due to the photoconductivity of the DE2 thin film by light illumination.
The power conversion efficiency of a photovoltaic cell (η) is given by

η (%) = (|Jsc Voc| / Io × FF) × 100,

(2)

where Io = 5 μW cm–2 is the incident light power in this measurement. The efficiency η was estimated
to be 0.38%.
In general, the efficiency η of a Schottky-type OPV depends largely on the intensity of the
incident light, surface treatment of the substrate, cell area and other considerations. Nevertheless, the
observed efficiency η of the DE2 cell is comparable to values for ITO/metal phthalocyanine/Al devices
reported in the literature [25, 26], for which the measurement conditions were similar to those in this
study. Although optimization of the DE2 device possibly improves the efficiency η [33], the observed
efficiency η indicates that DE2 thin films can be used in OPVs as an active layer.

4. Conclusions
We studied the photovoltaic properties of DE2 thin films forming J-aggregates in a Schottky-type cell.
It was revealed that the DE2 thin films form a Schottky barrier at the interface with the Al electrode and
work as a p-type semiconductor. Although we did not find an apparent contribution of J-aggregates in
the photocurrent action spectra, we observed IPCE comparable to that of metal phthalocyanine thin
films. These results indicate that ITO/DE2/Al devices can be applied in Schottky-type solar cells and
that a DE2 thin film is a candidate for a photocarrier-generating material in OPVs.
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Figure 1. Chemical structure of DE2.

Figure 2. (a) UPS spectrum of DE2 thin films (thickness: 17 nm) on ITO substrate. (b) Energy
level diagram of ITO/DE2/Al.

Figure 3. Dark I–V characteristic of ITO/DE2 (151 nm)/Al. The forward bias corresponds to the Al
electrode being negative.

Figure 4. (a) IPCE spectra of ITO/DE2 (151 nm)/Al illuminated through the Al or ITO electrode.
(b) Absorption spectra of the DE2 thin films with a thickness of 151 nm and 60 nm.

Figure 5. Photo and dark I–V characteristic of ITO/DE2 (151 nm)/Al. The photo I–V
characteristic was determined by illuminating a monochromatic light of 600 nm with an intensity
of 5 μW cm-2 at DE2/Al interface through the Al electrode.
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